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FIFPRO AND KPMG FOOTBALL BENCHMARK TO 

CREATE PLAYER WORKLOAD MONITORING PLATFORM 
 

Hoofddorp, The Netherlands – 19 February 2021 – FIFPRO and the Football Benchmark practice 

of KPMG have signed a three-year cooperation agreement to create a new cutting-edge platform 

that will monitor the workload of professional footballers.  

 

FIFPRO Player Workload Monitoring (PWM), set to launch in March, will address a growing need for 

aggregated player workload data by providing extensive information about the playing time, travel and 

recovery periods of a sample of male and female footballers. 

 

The digital platform will help the football industry stakeholders make informed decisions in designing the 

next generation of national and international competitions so that they are sustainable, integrated, and 

benefit footballers and the game as a whole.  

 

FIFPRO has been working with KPMG’s Football Benchmark practice on the project for several months 

to create player-centric dashboards providing ongoing information across competitions. The platform will 

assist stakeholders in developing the necessary safeguards against excessive workload, and help identify 

possible opportunities in markets that would benefit from new and innovative competitions.   

 

The FIFPRO PWM platform will be public facing and available for player unions and stakeholders as well 

as fans, media and sports scientists. It will include a wide range of metrics such as the number of minutes 

players are on the pitch, the accumulated duration of their international travel, and the length of their rest 

and recovery periods. FIFPRO and KPMG have agreed to a detailed plan to develop the platform over 

the next three years. Regular data updates will enable comparisons between players and competitions 

around the world, and measure changes across different seasons. 

 

FIFPRO Deputy General Secretary Simon Colosimo said: “As a former player, I have first-hand 

experience of the impact accumulated workload can have on the performance and careers of 

footballers. I am convinced this platform will be a valuable service to professional football by helping to 

facilitate a framework that protects and enables the performance and health of players. When the 

players on the pitch are at their peak of their ability, the whole football industry benefits.” 

 

FIFPRO Global Player Council member Elise Kellond-Knight said: “It’s so important that we find a better 

balance for the men’s and women’s football industries. In the women’s game only a minority of players 

have the optimum amount of matches, and so we are only scratching the surface of the game’s potential.  

At the other end of spectrum, some players are in a unique position where they play for two clubs in a 

calendar year, with no accountability or monitoring of their overall load. In the men’s game, some players 

find themselves on a treadmill of matches and travel that barely stops, while others have too few games.  
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“The FIFPRO Player Workload Monitoring platform is a great idea, a data-driven approach to find more 

balance. It should help identify ways to ease match overload and identify untapped potential for new 

competitions.” 

 

KPMG’s Global Head of Sports, Andrea Sartori said: “We are excited to take the next step in our long-

term relationship with FIFPRO through the announcement of our enhanced collaborative partnership and 

the implementation of FIFPRO PWM. The player workload monitoring dashboards we co-developed 

combine player-centric thinking with the data and technology of the KPMG Football Benchmark platform 

to provide an integrated digital monitoring solution on player workload to the football industry. This 

collaboration expands our joint value proposition to the football industry and supports player unions and 

football stakeholders to build the next generation of competition formats and match calendars.”  

 

The FIFPRO Player Workload Monitoring (PWM) platform will be accessible via www.fifpro.org and 

https://www.footballbenchmark.com 

 

CONTACTS 

For FIFPRO: 

Media contact: Alex Duff a.duff@fifpro.org +31 683997746 

Institutional & Stakeholder contact: Alexander Bielefeld a.bielefeld@fifpro.org +31 6 8330 6736 

 

For KPMG Football Benchmark: 

Media contact: Miklós Scheibelhoffer Miklos.Scheibelhoffer@kpmg.hu 

 
About FIFPRO: The Fédération Internationale des Associations de Footballeurs Professionnels 
(FIFPRO) is the worldwide representative organisation of professional footballers; more than 60,000 
players in total, male and female. The world players’ union currently has 64 national players’ 
associations as its members. In the context of this agreement FIFPRO members act as representatives 
of employees on employment matters.  
 
About KPMG’s Football Benchmark practice: 
KPMG Football Benchmark’s digital platform, www.footballbenchmark.com provides in-depth 
understanding and interactive analysis of the business of football to support critical decision-
making. The platform includes financial and operational performance data from more than 200 
European and South American professional football clubs and market value estimates, calculated by 
proprietary KPMG algorithms, for 5,200+ players from 12 European and South American leagues. The 
business intelligence tool also provides social media performance metrics of hundreds of football clubs 
and players, enabling comparison and evaluation. In addition to the wealth of information and 
knowledge shared on the platform, KPMG’s dedicated football benchmark team delivers advisory 
services to those operating, investing and governing the world of football. 
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